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The Making Wavs EP utilizes strong tunes of the Drum & Bass genre. The tracks are so intense, they helped me cram for a last-minute assignment, solely by raising my adrenaline levels. I enjoyed every song, however my only complaint is with “Fire Sound” by Opius. This track seemed to lack the intensity of other tracks and it felt out of place. With that being said, “Fire Sound” is definitely not a bad track, it just promotes more of a peaceful vibe! The other three tracks have an opposite mood, with intense beats like that found in a chase scene of a spy movie! If you enjoy fast drums and EDM with a kick of creativity, you will enjoy this EP!

Sounds Like:
Camo & Krooked
Sounds Like:
Andy C
Sounds Like:
Chase & Status
Sounds Like:
Noisia

Recommended Tracks:
Life Undone: by Loggi Feat. Jorden Milnes (Death By Drums Remix)- I enjoy how this track gets more intense as it progresses! Every drop adds something new to the drums. 5/5
Bring The Pressure: by DJ Andy Feat. The Ragga Twins- This one has a more consistent set of notes, however it is one of the more intense tracks on this EP! 4/5
Superhuman: by Soul Crew Feat. J Swif, Genesis Elijah & Franko Fraize- This is my favorite track! When listening to this song, even the library can seem more interesting than it actually is. 3.5/5
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- Drum & Bass [1]
- RPM [2]